ESD NEWS

Leading educators from more than 40 countries will join together June 16-19 at the upcoming MIT Learning International Networks Consortium (LINC) conference entitled, "Realizing the Dream: Education Becoming Available to All. Will the World Take Advantage?" If you're not able to attend, you can participate virtually by watching the live-streamed plenary sessions (June 17-19).

***

ESD congratulates the most recent recipients of best thesis awards in its academic programs, including:


- SCM: Clayton M. Mealer and Sung Hwan Park: “A Simplified and Scalable Should-Cost Tool in the Oilfield Services Industry” – advised by Shardul Phadnis


  Jan Eide: “Rethinking CCS- Strategies for Technology Development in Times of Uncertainty” – advised by Howard Herzog and Mort Webster

ESD WORKING PAPER

This new paper has been added to the ESD Working Paper Series:

**NEC FUTURE Preliminary Alternatives Report: Public Comment**
Joseph M. Sussman - JR East Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Systems, MIT
Andrés F. Archila - M.S. in Transportation, MIT
S. Joel Carlson - M.S. in Transportation and Engineering Systems Candidate, MIT
Maite Peña-Alcaraz - PhD Candidate, Engineering Systems Division, MIT
Soshi Kawakami - M.S. in Engineering Systems Candidate, MIT
Ryan J. Westrom - M.S. in Transportation Candidate, MIT
Naomi Stein - M.S. in Transportation / Master in City Planning, Transportation and Urban Planning, MIT

Read this and other ESD Working Papers at: [http://esd.mit.edu/WPS/default.htm](http://esd.mit.edu/WPS/default.htm)
PUBLICATION

New publication by Navid Ghaffarzadegan, ESD postdoctoral associate


IN THE MEDIA

Article on paper by Chris Magee and David Broniatowski (based on research Broniatowski conducted as part of his ESD PhD thesis)
“How seating of FDA committee members might impact their votes”
MIT News – June 11, 2013

Bryan Reimer talks about driverless cars
“Driverless cars should slow down, some say”
USA TODAY – June 10, 2013

“Self-driving cars could have long road to acceptance”
USA TODAY – June 14, 2013

“The driverless car: where is it taking us?”
ABC (Australian radio) – Future Tense – June 2, 2013

Press release on first class of graduates of the Malaysia Institute for Supply Chain Innovation’s (MISI) Malaysia Supply Chain Management (MSCM) Program
“The Malaysia Institute for Supply Chain Innovation Graduates Inaugural Master's Class”
CTL website – June 12, 2013

Article about LGO students in Global Health Delivery Lab (MIT Sloan course)
“Students take their LGO tools to African clinics”
LGO website – June 6, 2013

EVENTS

Sunday, June 16 – Wednesday, June 19, 2013
The Sixth Conference of MIT Learning International Networks Consortium
Location: MIT
Leading educators from more than 40 countries will join together at the MIT Learning International Networks Consortium (LINC) conference entitled, “Realizing the Dream: Education Becoming Available to All. Will the World Take Advantage?”

Monday, June 17, 2013
MIT SDM Systems Thinking Webinar Series
"Using Systems Thinking in a Travel Industry Startup"
SDM alumnus Omer Granot, cofounder and CEO, Cancelon
Time: 12-1pm
Wednesday, June 26, 2013
Crossroads 2013: SCM as Future Enabler
Location: Tang Center Wong Auditorium, E51
Time: 8am-5pm
Read pre-conference white paper by Ken Cotrill and Jim Rice: "Innovative or Inconclusive? Evaluating New Supply Chain Ideas"

###